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X-RAY TOMOGRAPHY INSPECTION SYSTEMS

The present invention relates to X-ray scanning. In has particular

application in security screening of baggage, packages and other

suspicious objects although it could equally be used in other suitable

applications .

X-ray computed tomography (CT) scanners have been used in security

screening in airports for several years. A conventional system comprises

an X-ray tube that is rotated about an axis with an arcuate X-ray detector

also rotated at the same speed around the same axis. The conveyor belt on

which the baggage is carried is placed within a suitable aperture around

the central axis of rotation, and moved along the axis as the tube is

rotated. A fan-beam of X-radiation passes from the source through the

object to be inspected to the X-ray detector array.

The X-ray detector array records the intensity of X-rays passed through

the object to be inspected at several locations along its length. One set of

projection data is recorded at each of a number of source angles. From

these recorded X-ray intensities, it is possible to form a tomographic

(cross-sectional) image, typically by means of a filtered back projection

algorithm. In order to produce an accurate tomographic image of an

object, such as a bag or package, it can be shown that there is a

requirement that the X-ray source pass through every plane through the

object. In the arrangement described above, this is achieved by the

rotational scanning of the X-ray source, and the longitudinal motion of

the conveyor on which the object is carried.

In this type of system the rate at which X-ray tomographic scans can be

collected is dependent on the speed of rotation of the gantry that holds the

X-ray source and detector array. In a modern CT gantry, the entire tube-



detector assembly and gantry will complete two to four revolutions per

second. This allows up to four or eight tomographic scans to be collected

per second respectively.

As the state-of-the-art has developed, the single ring of X-ray detectors

has been replaced by multiple rings of detectors. This allows many slices

(typically 8) to be scanned simultaneously and reconstructed using filtered

back projection methods adapted from the single scan machines. With a

continuous movement of the conveyor through the imaging system, the

source describes a helical scanning motion about the object. This allows a

more sophisticated cone-beam image reconstruction method to be applied

that can in principle offer a more accurate volume image reconstruction.

In a further development, swept electron beam scanners have been

demonstrated in medical applications whereby the mechanical scanning

motion of the X-ray source and detectors is eliminated, being replaced by

a continuous ring (or rings) of X-ray detectors that surround the object

under inspection with a moving X-ray source being generated as a result

of sweeping an electron beam around an arcuate anode. This allows

images to be obtained more rapidly than in conventional scanners.

However, because the electron source lies on the axis of rotation, such

swept beam scanners are not compatible with conveyor systems which

themselves pass close, and parallel, to the axis of rotation.

The present invention provides an X-ray scanning system for inspecting

items, the system comprising an X-ray source extending around a

scanning volume, and defining a plurality of source points from which X-

rays can be directed through the scanning volume, an X-ray detector array

also extending around the scanning volume and arranged to detect X-rays

from the source points which have passed through the scanning volume



and produce output signals dependent on the detected X-rays, and a

conveyor arranged to convey the items through the scanning volume.

The present invention further provides a networked inspection system

comprising an X-ray scanning system, a workstation and connection

means arranged to connect the scanning system to the workstation, the

scanning system comprising an X-ray source extending around a scanning

volume, and defining a plurality of source points from which X-rays can

be directed through the scanning volume, an X-ray detector array also

extending around the scanning volume and arranged to detect X-rays from

the source points which have passed through the scanning volume and

produce output signals dependent on the detected X-rays, and a conveyor

arranged to convey the items through the scanning volume.

The present invention further provides a sorting system for sorting items,

the system comprising a tomographic scanner arranged to scan a plurality

of scanning regions of each item thereby to produce a scanner output,

analysing means arranged to analyse the scanner output and allocate each

item to one of a plurality of categories at least partly on the basis of the

scanner output, and sorting means arranged to sort items at least partly on

the basis of the categories to which they have been allocated.

The present invention further provides an X-ray scanning system

comprising an X-ray source arranged to generate X-rays from a plurality

of X-ray source positions around a scanning region, a first set of

detectors arranged to detect X-rays transmitted through the scanning

region, a second set of detectors arranged to detect X-rays scattered

within the scanning region, and processing means arranged to process

outputs from the first set of detectors to generate image data which

defines an image of the scanning region, to analyse the image data to

identify an object within the image, and to process the outputs from the



second set of detectors to generate scattering data, and to associate parts

of the scattering data with the object.

The present invention further provides a data collecting system for

collecting data from an X-ray scanner, the system comprising a memory

having a plurality of areas each being associated with a respective area of

an image, data input means arranged to receive input data from a plurality

of X-ray detectors in a predetermined sequence, processing means

arranged to generate from the input data X-ray transmission data and X-

ray scattering data associated with each of the areas of the image, and to

store the X-ray transmission data and the X-ray scattering data in the

appropriate memory areas.

The present invention further provides an X-ray scanning system

comprising a scanner arranged to scan an object to generate scanning data

defining a tomographic X-ray image of the object, and processing means

arranged to analyse the scanning data to extract at least one parameter of

the image data and to allocate the object to one of a plurality of categories

on the basis of the at least one parameter.

Preferred embodiments of the present invention will now be described by

way of example only with reference to the accompanying drawings in

which:

Figure 1 is a longitudinal section of a real time tomography security

scanning system according to a first embodiment of the invention;

Figure Ia is a perspective view of an X-ray source of the system of

Figure 1;



Figure 2 is a plan view of the system of Figure 1;

Figure 3 is a schematic side view of the system of Figure 1;

Figure 4 is a schematic diagram of a data acquisition system forming part

of the system of Figure 1;

Figure 5 is a schematic diagram of a threat detection system forming part

of the system of Figure 1;

Figure 6 is a schematic diagram of a baggage sorting system according to

an embodiment of the invention including the scanning system of Figure

1;

Figure 7 is a schematic diagram of a baggage sorting system according to

a further embodiment of the invention;

Figures 8a, 8b and 8c are schematic diagrams of baggage sorting systems

according to further embodiments of the invention;

Figure 9 is a schematic diagram of a networked baggage sorting system

according to a further embodiment of the invention;

Figure 10 is a schematic plan view of a stand-alone scanning system

according to a further embodiment of the invention;

Figure 11 is a schematic side view of the system of Figure 10;

Figure 12 is a schematic side view of a modular scanning system

according to a further embodiment of the invention;



Figure 13 is a diagram of an X-ray scattering event;

Figure 14 is a longitudinal section through a security scanning system

according to a further embodiment of the invention;

. .

Figure 15 is a further longitudinal section through the system of Figure

14 showing how different scatter events are detected;

Figure 16 is a transverse section through the system of Figure 14;

Figure 17 is a schematic diagram of a data acquisition system of the

scanning system of Figure 14;

Figure 18 is a partial view of a dual energy scanner according to a

further embodiment of the invention;

Figure 19 is a further partial view of the scanner of Figure 18;

Figure 20 is a schematic view of a dual energy X-ray source of a further

embodiment of the invention;

Figure 2 1 is a schematic view of a detector array of a scanner according

to a further embodiment of the invention;

Figure 22 is a schematic view of a detector array of a scanner according

to a further embodiment of the invention;

Figure 23 is a circuit diagram of a data acquisition circuit of the

embodiment of Figure 21; and



Figure 24 is a circuit diagram of a data acquisition circuit of a further

embodiment of the invention.

Referring to Figures 1 to 3, a concourse baggage scanning system 6

comprises a scanning unit 8 comprising a multi-focus X-ray source 10 and

X-ray detector array 12. The source 10 comprises a large number of

source points 14 in respective spaced locations on the source, and

arranged in a full 360° circular array around the axis X-X of the system.

It will be appreciated that arrays covering less than the full 360° angle

can also be used.

Referring to Figure Ia, the X-ray source 10 is made up of a number of

source units 11 which are spaced around the scanning region 16 in a

substantially circular arrangement, in a plane perpendicular to the

direction of movement of the conveyor. Each source unit 11 comprises a

conductive metal suppressor 13 having two sides and an emitter element

15 extending along between the suppressor sides. A number of grid

elements in the form of grid wires 17 are supported above the suppressor

13 perpendicular to the emitter element 15. A number of focusing

elements in the form of focusing wires 19 are supported in another plane

on the opposite side of the grid wires to the emitter element. The focusing

wires 19 are parallel to the grid wires 17 and spaced apart from each

other with the same spacing as the grid wires, each focusing wire 19

being aligned with a respective one of the grid wires 17.

The focusing wires 19 are supported on two support rails 21 which extend

parallel to the emitter element 15, and are spaced from the suppressor 13.

The support rails 21 are electrically conducting so that all of the focusing

wires 19 are electrically connected together. One of the support rails 21 is

connected to a connector 23 to provide an electrical connection for the

focusing wires 19. Each of the grid wires 17 extends down one side of the



suppressor 12 and is connected to a respective electrical connector 25

which provide separate electrical connections for each of the grid wires

17.

An anode 27 is supported above the grid wires 17 and focusing wires 19.

The anode 27 is formed as a rod, typically of copper with tungsten or

silver plating, and extends parallel to the emitter element 15. The grid

and focusing wires 17, 19 therefore extend between the emitter element

15 and the anode 27. An electrical connector 29 provides an electrical

connection to the anode 27.

The grid wires 17 are all connected to a negative potential, apart from

two which are connected to a positive potential. These positive grid wires

extract a beam of electrons from an area of the emitter element 15 and,

with focusing by the focusing wires 19, direct the electron beam at a

point on the anode 27, which forms the X-ray source point for that pair of

grid wires. The potential of the grid wires can therefore be switched to

select which pair of grid wires is active at any one time, and therefore to

select which point on the anode 27 is the active X-ray source point at any

time.

The source 10 can therefore be controlled to produce X-rays from each of

the source points 14 in each of the source units 11 individually and,

referring back to Figure 1, X-rays from each source point 14 are directed

inwards through the scanning region 16 within the circular source 10. The

source 10 is controlled by a control unit 18 which controls the electrical

potentials applied to the grid wires 17 and hence controls the emission of

X-rays from each of the source points 14.

Other suitable X-ray source designs are described in WO 2004/097889.



The multi-focus X-ray source 10 allows the electronic control circuit 18

to be used to select which of the many individual X-ray source points 14

within the multi-focus X-ray source is active at any moment in time.

Hence, by electronically scanning the multi-focus X-ray tube, the illusion

of X-ray source motion is created with no mechanical parts physically

moving. In this case, the angular velocity of source rotation can be

increased to levels that simply cannot be achieved when using

conventional rotating X-ray tube assemblies. This rapid rotational

scanning translates into an equivalently speeded up data acquisition

process and subsequently fast image reconstruction.

The detector array 12 is also circular and arranged around the axis X-X in

a position that is slightly offset in the axial direction from the source 10.

The source 10 is arranged to direct the X-rays it produces through the

scanning region 16 towards the detector array 12 on the opposite side of

the scanning region. The paths 18 of the X-ray beams therefore pass

through the scanning region 16 in a direction that is substantially, or

almost, perpendicular to the scanner axis X-X, crossing each other near

to the axis. The volume of the scanning region that is scanned and imaged

is therefore in the form of a thin slice perpendicular to the scanner axis.

The source is scanned so that each source point emits X-rays for a

respective period, the emitting periods being arranged in a predetermined

order. As each source point 14 emits X-rays, the signals from the

detectors 12, which are dependent on the intensity of the X-rays incident

on the detector, are produced, and the intensity data that the signals

provide are recorded in memory. When the source has completed its scan

the detector signals can be processed to form an image of the scanned

volume.

A conveyor belt 20 moves through the imaging volume, from left to right,

as seen in Figure 1, parallel to the axis X-X of the scanner. X-ray scatter



shields 22 are located around the conveyor belt 20 upstream and

downstream of the main X-ray system to prevent operator dose due to

scattered X-rays. The X-ray scatter shields 22 include lead rubber strip

curtains 24 at their open ends such that the item 26 under inspection is

dragged through one curtain on entering, and one on leaving, the

inspection region. In the integrated system shown, the main electronic

control system 18, a processing system 30, a power supply 32 and cooling

racks 34 are shown mounted underneath the conveyor 20. The conveyor

20 is arranged to be operated normally with a continuous scanning

movement at constant conveyor speed, and typically has a carbon-fibre

frame assembly within the imaging volume.

Referring to Figure 4 the processing system 30 includes an electronic data

acquisition system and real-time image reconstruction system. The X-ray

detector array 12 comprises banks of individual X-ray detectors 50

configured in a simple linear pattern (e.g. 1 x 16). Multiple ring patterns

(e.g. 8 x 16) are also possible. Each detector 50 outputs a signal

dependent on the intensity of the X-rays it detects. A multiplexing block

52 multiplexes the output data signals from each of the input X-ray

detectors 50, performs data filtering, gain and offset corrections and

formats the data into a high-speed serial stream. A selection block 53

takes input from all of the multiplexing blocks 52 and selects just the part

of the entire X-ray data that is required for the image reconstruction. The

selection block 53 also determines the un-attenuated X-ray beam intensity,

Io , for the appropriate X-ray source point (which will vary for every X-

ray source point within the multi-focus X-ray tube), processes the X-ray

intensity data, Ix, from the multiplexing block 52 by forming the result

logc(Ix/Io) and then convolves this with a suitable 1-D filter. The

resulting projection data is recorded as a sinogram, in which the data is

arranged in an array with pixel number along one axis, in this case

horizontally, and source angle along another axis, in this case vertically.



Data is then passed from the selection block 53 in parallel to a set of

backprojection-summation processor elements 54. The processor elements

54 are mapped into hardware, using look-up tables with pre-calculated

coefficients to select the necessary convolved X-ray data and weighting

factors for fast backprojection and summation. A formatting block 55

takes the data representing individual reconstructed image tiles from the

multiple processor elements 54 and formats the final output image data to

a form suitable for generating a suitably formatted three dimensional

image on a display screen. This output can be generated fast enough for

the images to be generated in real time, for viewing in real time or off¬

line, hence the system is termed a real time tomography (RTT) system.

In this embodiment the multiplexing block 52 is coded in software, the

selection block 53 and formatting block 55 are both coded in firmware,

and the processor elements mapped in hardware. However, each of these

components could be either hardware or software depending on the

requirements of the particular system.

Referring to Figure 5 each of the final output image for each baggage

item is then processed by a threat detection processor 60 within the

processing system 30 which is arranged to determine whether the imaged

baggage item represents a threat. In the threat detection processor 60,

input X-ray tomographic image data 62 is passed in to a set of low-level

parameter extractors 63 (level 1). The parameter extractors 63 identify

features in the image such as areas of constant grey level, texture and

statistics. Some of the extractors work on the data for individual 2

dimensional images or slices, some work on the 3 dimensional images,

and some work on the sonogram data. Where possible, each extractor

works in parallel on the same set of input data, and each extractor is

arranged to perform a different processing operation and to determine a

different parameter. At the end of the processing, the parameters



determined by the parameter extractors 63 are passed up to a set of

decision trees 64 (level 2). Details of the parameters extracted are given

below. The decision trees 64 each take a number (typically all) of the low

level parameters and construct respective higher level information, such

as information regarding contiguous volumes, with associated statistics.

At the top level (level 3) , a database searcher 65 maps the higher level

parameters produced at level 2 into a 'red' probability Pr(threat) of there

being a threat present and a 'green' probability Pr(safe) of the item under

inspection being safe. These probabilities are used by the processing

system 30 to allocate the scanned item to an appropriate safety category,

and to produce an automatic sorting control output. This automatic sorting

control output can be either a first 'green' output indicating that the item

is allocated to a clear category, a second 'red' output indicating that the

item is allocated to a 'not clear' category, or a third 'amber' output

indicating that the automatic sorting cannot be carried out with sufficient

reliability to allocated the item to the 'clear' or the 'not clear' category.

Specifically if Pr(safe) is above a predetermined value, (or Pr(threat) is

below a predetermined value) then the automatic sorting output will be

produced having a first signal form, indicating that the item should be

allocated to the green channel. If Pr (threat) is above a predetermined

value, (or Pr (safe) is below a predetermined value) then the automatic

sorting output will be produced having a second signal form, indicating

that the item should be allocated to the red channel. If Pr (threat) (or Pr

(safe)) is between the two predetermined values, then the automatic

sorting output is produced having a third signal form, indicating that the

item cannot be allocated to either the red or green channel. The

probabilities can also be output as further output signals.

The parameters that will be determined by the parameter extractors 63

generally relate to statistical analysis of pixels within separate regions of

the 2-dimensional or 3-dimensional image. In order to identify separate



regions in the image a statistical edge detection method is used. This

starts at a pixel and then checks whether adjacent pixels are part of the

same region, moving outwards as the region grows. At each step an

average intensity of the region is determined, by calculating the mean

intensity of the pixels within the region, and the intensity of the next

pixel adjacent to the region is compared to that mean value, to determine

whether it is close enough to it for the pixel to be added to the region. In

this case the standard deviation of the pixel intensity within the region is

determined, and if the intensity of the new pixel is within the standard

deviation, then it is added to the region. If it is not, then it is not added

to the region, and this defines the edge of the region as being the

boundary between pixels in the region and pixels that have been checked

and not added to the region.

Once the image has been divided into regions, then parameters of the

region can be measured. One such parameter is a measure of the variance

of the pixel intensity within the region. If this is high this might be

indicative of a lumpy material, which might for example be found in a

home-made bomb, while if the variance is low this would be indicative of

a uniform material such as a liquid.

Another parameter that is measured is the skewedness of the distribution

of pixel value within the region, which is determined by measuring the

skewedness of a histogram of pixel values. A Gaussian, i.e. non-skewed,

distribution indicates that the material within the region is uniform,

whereas a more highly skewed distribution indicates non-uniformities in

the region.

As described above, these low-level parameters are passed up to the

decision trees 64, where higher level information is constructed an higher

level parameters determined. One such higher level parameter is the ratio



of the surface area to the volume of the identified region. Another is a

measure of similarity, in this case cross-correlation, between the shape of

the region and template shapes stored in the system. The template shapes

are arranged to correspond to the shape of items that pose a security

threat, such as guns or detonators. These high level parameters are used

as described above to determine a level If threat posed by the imaged

object.

Referring to Figure 6 an in-line real time tomography baggage sorting

system comprises the scanning system 6 of Figure 1 with the conveyor 20

passing through it. Downstream of the scanning system 6 a sorting device

40 is arranged to receive articles of baggage from the conveyor 20 and

move them onto either a clear or 'green' channel conveyor 42 or a not

clear or 'red' channel conveyor 44. The sorting device 40 is controlled by

the automatic sorting output signals via a control line 46 from the

processing system 30, which are indicative of the decision of the

processing system 30 as to whether the item is clear or not, and also by

signals from a workstation 48 to which it is connected via line 45. The

images from the scanning system 6 and signals from the processing

system 30, indicative of the red and green probabilities and the nominal

decision of the processing system 30, are also fed to the workstation 48.

The workstation is arranged to display the images on a screen 47 so that

they can be viewed by a human operator, and also to provide a display

indicative of the green and red probabilities and the nominal automatic

sorting decision. The user at the workstation can review the images and

the probabilities, and the automatic sorting output, and decide whether to

accept or override the decision of the scanning system, if that was to

allocate the item to the red or green category, or to input a decision if the

scanning system decision was to allocate the item to the 'amber' category.

The workstation 48 has a user input 49 that enables the user to send a

signal to the sorting device 40 which can be identified by the sorting



device as over-riding the decision of the scanning system. If the over

riding signal is received by the sorting device, then the sorting device

does over-ride the decision of the scanning system. If no over-ride signal

is received, or indeed if a confirming signal is received from the

workstation confirming the decision of the scanning system, then .the

sorting device sorts the item on the basis of the decision of the scanning

system. If the sorting system receives an 'amber' signal from the scanning

system relating to an item, then it initially allocates that item to the 'red'

category to be put into the red channel. However, if it receives an input

signal from the workstation before it sorts the item indicating that it

should be in the 'green' category, then it sorts the item to the green

channel.

In a modification to the system of Figure 6, the sorting can be fully

automatic, with the processing system giving one of just two sorting

outputs, 'clear' and 'not clear', allocating the item to either the green or

the red channel. It would also be possible for the processing system to

determine just one probability Pr(threat) with one threshold value and

allocate the item to one of the two categories depending on whether the

probability is above or below the threshold. In this case the allocation

would still be provisional and the operator would still have the option of

overriding the automatic sorting. In a further modification the automatic

category allocation of the scanning system is used as the final allocation,

with no user input at all. This provides a fully automated sorting system.

In the system of Figure 6, the scan speed is matched to the conveyor

velocity, so that the baggage can be moved at a constant velocity from a

loading area where it is loaded onto the conveyor 20, through the

scanning system 6, and on to the sorting device 40. The conveyor 20

extends for a distance L, between the exit of the scanning system 6 and

the sorting device 40. During the time that a baggage item takes to travel



the distance L on the conveyor 20, an operator can view the image data of

the item under inspection, and the initial category allocation determined

by the scanning system, and confirm or reject the automated decision of

the RTT system. Typically the baggage would then be either accepted into

the Clear channel and passed forward ready for transportation or rejected

into the Not Cleared channel for further investigation.

In this RTT multi-focus system, the RTT scanning unit 8 is able to

operate at full baggage belt speed, and hence no baggage queuing or other

divert mechanism is required for optimal system operation. In integrated

systems such as this, the limited throughput capability of conventional

rotating source systems is a significant constraint. Often this means

placing multiple conventional CT machines in parallel, and using

sophisticated baggage handling systems to switch the item for inspection

to the next available machine. This complexity can be avoided with the

arrangement of Figure 6.

Referring to Figure 7 a second embodiment of the invention comprises a

redundant system in which two RTT scanning systems 70, 72 are located

in series on the same conveyor 74 such that if one system were to be

taken out of service, then the other could continue to scan baggage. In

either case, the conveyor belt 74 would continue to run through both

scanning systems 70, 72 at standard operating belt speed.

Referring to Figure 8a in a third embodiment there is provided a more

complex redundant system in which two RTT systems 82, 84 are operated

in parallel. A first main incoming conveyor 86 brings all items to be

sorted to a first sorting device 88 which can transfer items onto either one

of two further conveyors 90, 92. Each of these two conveyors 90, 92

passes through a respective one of the scanning systems 82, 84, which

will scan the items and enable a decision to be made as to whether to



clear the item or not. A further sorting device 94, 96 is provided on each

of the two conveyors 90, 92 which is arranged to sort the baggage onto a

common 'green channel' conveyor 98 for onward transportation, or a 'red

channel' conveyor 100 if it is not cleared, where it can undergo further

investigation. In this configuration, it is possible to run the input

conveyor 86, and the 'green channel' conveyor at a higher speed than the

RTT conveyor speed, typically up to twice the speed. For example in this

case the main incoming conveyor 86 and the common 'green channel'

conveyor move at a speed of lm/s whereas the scanning conveyors 82, 84

travel at half that speed, i.e. 0.5m/s. Of course the system can be

expanded with more parallel RTT systems, with the ratio of the speed of

the main incoming conveyor to that of the scanner conveyors being equal

to, or substantially equal to, the number of parallel scanners, although the

sorting devices may become unreliable at more than about 1 m/s main

conveyor speed.

Referring to Figure 8b, in a further embodiment a baggage sorting system

comprises a number of RTT scanners 81b, 82b, 83b, typically up to about

60 in one system, each associated with a respective check-in desk. A

sorting device 84b, 85b, 86b is associated with each RTT scanner, and

baggage is conveyed on a conveyor from each RTT scanner to its

associated sorting device. Each sorting device 84b, 85b, 86b sorts the

baggage, in response to signals from its scanner, onto either a common

clear channel conveyor 88b, or a common reject channel conveyor 87b. A

further backup RTT scanner 89b is provided on the reject channel

conveyor 87b, with an associated sorting device 90b, that can leave

baggage on the reject channel conveyor 87b, or transfer it to the clear

channel conveyor 88b.

Under normal operation, each of the primary scanners 81b, 82b, 83b sorts

the baggage, and the backup or redundant scanner 89b simply provides a



further check on items sorted into the reject channel. If that scanner

determines that an item of baggage represents no, or a sufficiently low

threat, then it transfers it to the clear channel. If one of the primary

scanners is not functioning or has a fault, then its associated sorting

device is arranged to sort all baggage from that scanner to the reject

channel. Then, the back-up scanner 89b scans all of that baggage and

controls sorting of it between the clear and reject channels. This enables

all the check-in desks to continue to function while the faulty scanner is

repaired or replaced.

Referring to Figure 8c, in a further embodiment, baggage from each of

the check-in desks is transferred via a plurality of separate conveyors

onto a central loop or carousel 81c, on which it circulates continuously. A

number of sorting devices 82c, 83c, 84c are each arranged to transfer

items of baggage from the loop 81c to a respective conveyor leading to a

respective RTT scanner 85c, 86c, 87c. The sorting devices 82c, 83c, 84c

are controlled by the scanners to control the rate at which baggage items

are fed to each of the scanners. From the scanners, conveyors transfer all

of the baggage items to a common exit conveyor 88c leading to a further

sorting device 89c. This is controlled by all of the scanners to sort each

of the baggage items between a clear channel 90c and a reject channel

91c.

In order to track the movement of each item of baggage, each item is

given a 6-digit ID, and its position on the conveyor recorded when it first

enters the system. The scanners can therefore identify which item of

baggage is being scanned at any one time, and associate the scanning

results with the appropriate item. The sorting devices can therefore also

identify the individual baggage items and sort them based on their

scanning results.



The number of scanners and the speeds of the conveyors in this system

are arranged such that, if one of the scanners is not functioning, the

remaining scanners can process all of the baggage that is being fed onto

the loop 81c from the check-in desks.

In a modification to this embodiment, the sorting devices 82c, 83c, 84c

that select which items are transferred to each scanner are not controlled

by the scanners, but are each arranged to select items from the loop 81c

so as to feed them to the respective scanner at a predetermined rate.

Referring to Figure 9 a networked system according to a further

embodiment comprises three scanning systems 108 similar to that of

Figure 6, and four operator workstations 148. The video image outputs

from the three RTT scanning systems 108 are connected via respective

high bandwidth point-to-point video links to real time disk arrays 109

which providing transient storage for the raw image data, to a redundant

video switch 110. The disk arrays 109 are in turn connected to each of

the workstations 148. The video switch 110 is therefore able to transmit

the raw video image output from each of the scanning systems 108 from

its temporary storage, to any one of the workstations 148, where it can be

used to create 3-dimensional video images which can be viewed off-line.

The outputs from the scanning system for the red/green probability

signals and the automatic sorting allocation signals are connected to a

redundant conventional Ethernet switch 112, which is also connected to

each of the workstations. The Ethernet switch is arranged to switch each

of the probability signals and the sorting allocation signals to the same

workstation 148 as the associated video signal. This allows image data

from the multiple machines together with the automatic allocation and

probabilities assigned to the allocation, to be switched through to the bank

of operator workstations 148 where an operator can both monitor the



performance of the baggage inspection system and determine the

destination of baggage assigned an amber threat level.

Alternatively, a networked system comprises a single scanning system 108

connected to a server and a workstation 148. The video image output

from the scanning system 108 is connected to a real time disk array 109,

which provides transient storage for the raw image data. The disk array

109 is in turn connected to the workstation 148. The probability signal

and allocation signal outputs are sent to the workstation 148 together with

the associated video image output to be monitored by an operator. The

networked single scanning system may be part of a networked system with

multiple scanning systems.

Referring to Figures 10 and 11, in a further embodiment an in-line

scanner has a conveyor belt 160 just as long as the main scatter shields

162. In such standalone system configurations, the item for inspection is

placed onto the conveyor belt 160 and the item loaded into the system.

The item is then scanned through the scanner machine 164 and images are

generated. Often, in conventional systems, the item is pre-screened with a

simple transmission X-ray system to identify likely threat areas prior to

computed tomography screening of selected planes in the object. Such

applications are simple for a real-time multi-focus system to cope with.

Here, no pre-screening would be used and a true three-dimensional image

of the complete item would be obtained.

In some embodiments the locus of source points in the multi-focus X-ray

source will extend in an arc over an angular range of only 180 degrees

plus the fan beam angle (typically in the range 40 to 90 degrees). The

number of discrete source points is advantageously selected to satisfy the

Nyquist sampling theorem. In some embodiments, as in that of Figure 1,

a complete 360 degree ring of source points is used. In this case, the



dwell-time per source point is increased over a 180 + fan beam

configuration for a given scan rate and this is advantageous in improving

reconstructed image signal-to-noise ratio.

The scanner system of Figure 1 is an integrated scanner system, in that

the control, processing, power supply, and cooling units 18, 30, 32, 34

are housed in a unit with the scanning system 8 and the screening 22.

Referring to Figure 12, in a further embodiment there is provided a

modular system in which some, or all, of the control, processing, power

supply, and cooling racks 218, 230, 232, 234 are located remotely from

the scanning unit 208 comprising multi-focus X-ray source and sensor

array. It is advantageous to use a modular design to facilitate easy

installation, particularly in baggage handling hall environments, where

systems may be suspended from the ceiling or in regions with restricted

access. Alternatively, a complete system can be configured as an

integrated unit with the sub-assembly units co-located within a single

housing.

In some embodiments, including that of Figure 1, a single X-ray detector

ring is used. This is inexpensive to construct and provides adequate

signal-to-noise performance even at high image scanning rates with a

simple fan-beam image reconstruction algorithm. In other embodiments

(particularly for large image reconstruction circle diameter) it is

preferable to use a multi-ring sensor array with a plurality of circular or

part-circular groups of sensors arranged adjacent to each other, spaced

along the axis of the system offset from the source. This enables a more

complex cone-beam image reconstruction algorithm to be used in the

processing system. The use of a multi-ring sensor increases dwell-time

per source point resulting in larger integrated signal size and consequent

improvement in signal-to-noise ratio in the reconstructed image.



Central to the design of the embodiments described above, which use a

multi-focus X-ray source based computed tomography system, is the

relationship between the angular rotational speed of the source and the

velocity of the conveyor system passing through the scanner. In the limit

that the conveyor is stationary, the thickness of the reconstructed image

slice is determined entirely by the size of the X-ray focus and the area of

the individual elements of the X-ray detector array. As conveyor speed

increases from zero, the object under inspection will pass through the

imaging slice during rotation of the X-ray beam and an additional blurring

will be introduced into the reconstructed image in the direction of the

slice thickness. Ideally, the X-ray source rotation will be fast compared to

the conveyor velocity such that blurring in the slice thickness direction

will be minimised.

A multi-focus X-ray source based computed tomography system for

baggage inspection provides a good ratio of angular source rotational

speed to linear conveyor speed for the purposes of high probability

detection of threat materials and objects in the item under inspection. As

an example, in the embodiment of Figure 1, the conveyor speed is 0.5m/s

as is common in airport systems. The source can achieve 240 source

rotations about the conveyor per second, so the object under inspection

will move a distance of 2.08 mm through the imaging slice during the

scan. In a conventional system with source rotation of 4 revolutions per

second, the object under inspection will move a distance of 62.5 mm

through the imaging slice during the scan at the same belt speed.

The primary goal of an inspection system for detection of threat materials

is to detect accurately the presence of threat materials and to pass as not

suspect all other materials. The larger the blurring in the slice direction

that is caused by conveyor motion during a scan, the greater the partial

volume artefact in the reconstructed image pixel and the less accurate the



reconstructed image density. The poorer the accuracy in the reconstructed

image density, the more susceptible the system is to provide an alarm on

non-threat materials and to not raise an alarm on true threat materials.

Therefore, a real-time tomography (RTT) system based on multi-focus X-

ray source technology can provide considerably enhanced threat detection

capability at fast conveyor speeds than conventional mechanically rotated

X-ray systems.

Due to the use of an extended arcuate anode in a multi-focus X-ray

source, it is possible to switch the electron source such that it jumps

about the full length of the anode rather than scanning sequentially to

emulate the mechanical rotation observed in conventional computed

tomography systems. Advantageously, the X-ray focus will be switched to

maximise the distance of the current anode irradiation position from all

previous irradiation positions in order to minimise the instantaneous

thermal load on the anode. Such instantaneous spreading of the X-ray

emission point is advantageous in minimising partial volume effect due to

conveyor movement so further improving reconstructed pixel accuracy.

The high temporal resolution of RTT systems allows a high level of

accuracy to be achieved in automated threat detection. With this high

level of accuracy, RTT systems can be operated in unattended mode,

producing a simple two-state output indication, with one state

corresponding to a green or clear allocation and the other to a red or not

clear allocation. Green bags are cleared for onward transport. Red bags

represent a high level of threat and should be reconciled with the

passenger and the passenger barred from travelling.

Further embodiments of the invention will now be described in which data

relating to the scattering of X-rays as well as that relating to transmitted

X-rays is recorded and used to analyse the scanned baggage items.



Referring to Figure 13 when a beam 300 of X-rays passes through an

object 302, some of the X-rays are transmitted straight through it, and

exit the object travelling in the same direction as they entered it. Some of

the X-rays are scattered through a scattering angle θ, which is the

difference between the direction in which they enter the object and the

direction in which they leave it. As is well known there are two types of

scattering that occur: coherent or Bragg scattering, which is concentrated

around scattering angles of 5°, typically in the range 4° to 6°, and

incoherent or Compton scattering in which the X-ray is scattered through

larger angles. Bragg scattering increases linearly with the atomic number of

the object and obeys the formula:

nλ = 2d sin θ

where

n is an integer

λ is the wavelength of the X-ray

d is the inter-atomic distance in the object.

Therefore the amount of Bragg scattering gives information about the

atomic structure of the object. However, it does not vary smoothly with

atomic number.

The amount of Compton scattering is dependent on, and varies smoothly

with, the electron density of the object, and therefore the amount of

scattering at higher scatter angles gives information about the electron

density of the object, and hence about its atomic number.

Referring to Figure 14 a security scanning system according to a further

embodiment of the invention comprises a multi-focus X-ray source 410



which is the same as that of Figure 1, and a circular detector array 412

and conveyor 420 that are also the same as those of Figure 1. However,

in this embodiment, the system comprises a further cylindrical array of

detectors 422 which also extends around the conveyor at the same radius

as the circular detector array 412 but on the other side axially of the

source 410. Whereas the circular detector array is arranged to detect X-

rays transmitted through the object 426, the cylindrical detector array 422

is arranged to detect X-rays scattered in the object. The scatter detector

array 422 is made up of a number of circular arrays or rings 422a, 422b

of detectors, and the detectors in each ring are equally spaced around the

conveyor so that they are arranged in a number of straight rows extending

in the axial direction of the scanner.

The detectors in the scatter detector array 422 are energy resolving

detectors such that individual X-ray interactions with each detector

produce a detector output that is indicative of the energy of the X-ray.

Such detectors can be fabricated from wide bandgap III-V or II-IV

semiconductor materials such as GaAs, HgI, CdZnTe or CdTe, a narrow

gap semiconductor such as Ge, or a composite scintillation detector such

as NaI(Ti) with photomultiplier tube readout.

Referring to Figure 15, a collimator 428 is provided in front of the

scattering detectors 422. The collimator 428 provides a barrier that

prevents X-rays from reaching each detector unless it comes from a

particular receiving direction. For each detector in the array 422, the

receiving direction passes through the central longitudinal axis X-X of the

scanner, as can be seen in Figure 16. However, the receiving direction is

not perpendicular to the axis X-X, but is inclined at about 5° to the plane

of the detector rings 422a, 422b in the direction towards the source 410, as

can be seen in Figure 15.



Referring to Figure 15 it will be appreciated that X-rays incident on any

one of the detectors of the array 422 must have been scattered from a

respective small sub-volume within the thin imaged volume that lies both in

the path of the X-ray beam and in the line of the receiving direction from

the detector 422. For any coherently scattered X-rays, the axial position of

the detector that detects it will be determined by the distance from the

active X-ray source point at which the scattering occurred. Detectors

nearest the source 410 in the axial direction will detect X-rays scattered

furthest from the active X-ray source point. For example X-rays scattered

from the point x, which is nearest the active X-ray source point 410a, will

be detected by a detector further from the source 410 than X-rays scattered

from the point z which is further from the active X-ray source point.

Therefore, at any one time, when the active X-ray source point can be

identified, the axial position of the detector which detects the scattered X-

ray can be used to determine the position of the scattering along the X-ray

beam direction.

It will also be appreciated from Figure 15 that, for this system to work, it is

important that the X-ray beam should be narrowly focused in the axial

direction of the scanner. Spreading of the beam in the transverse direction,

e.g. use of a fan beam spread in the transverse direction will still allow this

positioning of coherent scattering events.

Referring to Figure 16, because the collimator 428 is directed towards the

axis of the scanner, X-rays from an active source point 410a that undergo

coherent scattering will only be detected by the row of detectors 422a that

is on the opposite side of the scanner axis to the active source point, and

possibly one or more of the rows close to it on either side depending on

how narrowly focussed the collimator is. If X-rays are confined to a

straight narrow 'pencil' beam, then any X-rays that are scattered

incoherently through larger angles will not be detected at all as they will be

cut off by the collimator 428. An example of such an X-ray is shown by



arrow 'a' in Figure 16. However, if a fan beam of X-rays is produced from

the active source point 410a, that is spread out through the imaging volume

slice in the direction perpendicular to the scanner axis, then X-rays directed

further away from the scanner axis can undergo incoherent scattering and

reach detectors to either side of the row 422a opposite the active source

point. Examples of such X-rays are shown by the arrows b and c. It will be

noted that, to reach any detector 422b, the scattering event must take place

in the plane passing through the scanner axis and that detector 422b. This

means that, for a given active source point and a particular detector, the

position of the scattering event of a detected X-ray can be identified as

being in the plane passing through the scanner axis and that detector. If the

exact position of the scattering event is to be determined then other

information is needed. For example if information regarding the position of

objects within the imaging volume is available, for example from

tomographic imaging data, then the scattering can be associated with the

most likely object as will be described in more detail below.

From the Bragg scattering data, for each detected scattering event, the

combination of the X-ray energy and the scatter angle can be used to

determine the inter-atomic distance d of the material in which the

scattering event took place. In practice, the scatter angle can be assumed

to be constant, and the energy used to distinguish between different

materials. For the Compton scattering, the level of scattering from each

volume of the scanning volume gives an indication of the density of the

material in that volume. The ratio of Compton to coherent scatter can also

be determined and used as a further parameter to characterise the material

of the imaged object.

Due to the short dwell time for each X-ray source point, the number of

detected scattered X-rays for each source point will always be very low,

typically less than five. In order to form a reasonable coherent scatter



signal it is necessary to collect scatter data for all source points within a

tomographic scan and then accumulate the results for each sub-volume of

the imaging volume. For a scanner with 500 source points, and an average

of one coherent diffraction scatter result per sub-volume per scan, then

following accumulation of the set of data, each sub-volume will have 500

results associated with it, corresponding to 500 scattering events within

that sub-volume. A typical sub-volume occupies an area within the imaging

plane of a few square centimetres, with a volume thickness of a few

millimetres.

Referring to Figure 17, the data acquisition system arranged to accumulate

data from the scatter detector array 422 of the scanner of Figures 14 to 16

comprises a multi-channel analyser 500 associated with each of the

detectors 422. Each MCA 500 is arranged to receive the output signals

from the detector, and allocate each X-ray detected to one of a number of

X-ray energy ranges or channels, and output a signal indicative of the

energy range in which the detected X-ray falls. A multiplexer 502 is

arranged to receive the outputs from each of the MCAs 500. A look-up

table 504 is also provided which has entries in it that, for a given source

point and detector, identify the sub-volume within the imaging volume in

which the X-ray was scattered.The system further comprises an image

memory 506 which includes a number of memory areas 508, each of which

is associated with a respective sub-volume within the scanner imaging

plane.

Data is loaded into each memory area 508 automatically by the

multiplexer 502 under the direction of the look up table 504. The look up

table is loaded with coefficients prior to scanning that map each

combination of detector 422 and MCA 500 to a respective image location

508, one look up table entry per X-ray source position. Those pixels, i.e.

detectors 422, that are in the forward direction, i.e. substantially in the



direction that the photon is travelling from the source prior to any

interaction, are assumed to record coherent scatter photons at small beam

angles of about 4-6 degrees. Those pixels 422 that are not in the forward

direction are assumed to record incoherent scattered photons due to the

Compton scattering effect. Hence, the image memory 506 is actually

"three dimensional" - two dimensions represent location in the image

while the third dimension holds scattered energy spectra for both coherent

(Io 8-bits) and incoherent scattering (hi 8 bits). The look up table 504 will

also instruct the multiplexer 502 as to the type of data that is being

collected for each MCA 500 at each projection so that the appropriate

memory space is filled.

Once the scatter data has been collected for a given scan, the data is

transferred to and synchronised, by a projection sequencer 510, with the

main RTT data acquisition system 512, which is described above with

reference to Figure 4 . Hence the reconstructed image data and scatter data

are passed through simultaneously to the threat detection system, which

can use it to determine suitable parameters for analysis.

For each scan, the tomographic image data from the transmission

detectors 412 produces data relating to the X-ray attenuation for each

pixel of the image, which in turn corresponds to a respective sub-volume

of the tomographic imaging volume. This is obtained as described above

with reference to Figure 4. The data from the scatter detectors 422

provides, as described above, data relating to the amount of coherent

scattering within each sub-volume, and data relating to the amount of

incoherent scattering within each sub-volume. This data can therefore be

analysed in a threat detection processor similar to that of Figure 5. In this

case the parameters of the data which are extracted can relate to the

image data or the scatter data or combinations of two or more types of

data. Examples of parameters that are extracted from the data are the



ratio of coherent to incoherent scatter, material types as determined from

coherent scatter data, material density as determined from incoherent

scatter data, correlation of CT image pixel values with scatter data. Also

parameters for the scatter data corresponding to those described above for

the transmission data can also be determined.

Referring to Figure 18, in a further embodiment of the invention the

transmission detectors 512 that are used to generate the tomographic

image data are arranged to measure the X-ray transmission over different

energy ranges. This is achieved by having two sets of detectors 512a,

512b, each forming a ring around the conveyor. The two sets are at

different axial locations along the direction of travel of the conveyor, in

this case being adjacent to each other in the axial direction. The first set

512a has no filter in front of it, but the second set 512b has a metal filter

513 placed between it and the X-ray source 510. The first set of detectors

512a therefore detects transmitted X-rays over a broad energy range, and

the second set 512b detects X-rays only in a narrower part of that range at

the high energy end.

As the item to be scanned moves along the conveyor, each thin volume or

slice of it can be scanned once using the first set of detectors 512a and

then scanned again using the second set 512b. In the embodiment shown,

the same source 510 is used to scan two adjacent volumes simultaneously,

with data for each of them being collected by a respective one of the

detector sets 512a, 512b. After a volume of the item has moved past both

sets of detectors and scanned twice, two sets of image data can be formed

using the two different X-ray energy ranges, each image including

transmission (and hence attenuation) data for each pixel of the image. The

two sets of image data can be combined by subtracting that for the second

detector set 512a from that of the first 512b, resulting in corresponding

image data for the low energy X-ray component.



The X-ray transmission data for each individual energy range, and the

difference between the data for two different ranges, such as the high

energy and low energy, can be recorded for each pixel of the image. The

data can then be used to improve the accuracy of the CT images. It can

also be used as a further parameter in the threat detection algorithm.

It will be appreciated that other methods can be used to obtain

transmission data for different ranges of X-ray energies. In a modification

to the system of Figures 18 and 19, balanced filters can be used on the

two detector sets. The filters are selected such that there is a narrow

window of energies that is passed by both of them. The image data for the

two sets of detectors can then be combined to obtain transmission data for

the narrow energy window. This enables chemical specific imaging to be

obtained. For example it is possible to create bone specific images by

using filters balanced around the calcium K-edge energy. Clearly this

chemical specific data can be used effectively in a threat detection

algorithm.

In a further embodiment, rather than using separate filters, two sets of

detectors are used that are sensitive to different energy X-rays. In this

case stacked detectors are used, comprising a thin front detector that is

sensitive to low energy X-rays but allows higher energy X-rays to pass

through it, and a thick back detector sensitive to the high energy X-rays

that pass through the front detector. Again the attenuation data for the

different energy ranges can be used to provide energy specific image

data.

In a further embodiment two scans are taken of each slice of the object

with two different X-ray beam energies, achieved by using different tube

voltages in the X-ray source, for example 16OkV and 10OkV. The



different energies result in X-ray energy spectra that are shifted relative

to each other. As the spectra are relatively flat over part of the energy

range, the spectra will be similar over much of the range. However, part

of the spectrum will change significantly. Therefore comparing images

for the two tube voltages can be used to identify parts of the object where

the attenuation changes significantly between the two images. This

therefore identifies areas of the image that have high attenuation in the

narrow part of the spectrum that changes between the images. This is

therefore an alternative way of obtaining energy specific attenuation data

for each of the sub-volumes within the scanned volume.

Referring to Figure 20 in a further embodiment of the invention, two

different X-ray energy spectra are produced by providing an anode 600 in

the X-ray tube that has target areas 602, 604 of two different materials.

In this case, for example, the anode comprises a copper base 606 with one

target area 602 of tungsten and one 604 of uranium. The electron source

610 has a number of source points 612 that can be activated individually.

A pair of electrodes 612, 614 is provided on opposite sides of the path of

the electron beam 616 which can be controlled to switch an electric field

on and off to control the path of the electron beam so that it strikes either

one or the other of the target areas 602, 604. The energy spectrum of the

X-rays produced at the anode will vary depending on which of the target

areas is struck by the electron beam 616.

This embodiment uses an X-ray source similar to that of Figure Ia, with

the different target areas formed as parallel strips extending along the

anode 27. For each active electron source point two different X-ray

spectra can be produced depending on which target material is used. The

source can be arranged to switch between the two target areas for each

electron source point while it is active. Alternatively the scan along the

anode 27 can be performed twice, once for one target material and once



for the other. In either case further electron beam focusing wires may be

needed to ensure that only one or the other of the target materials is

irradiated by the electron beam at one time.

Depending on the angle at which the X-ray beam is extracted from the

anode, the beams from the two target areas 602, 604 can in some cases be

arranged to pass though the same imaging volume and be detected by a

common detector array. Alternatively they may be arranged to pass

through adjacent slices of the imaging volume and detected by separate

detector arrays. In this case the parts of the imaged item can be scanned

twice as the item passes along the conveyor in a similar manner to the

arrangement of Figure 18.

Referring to Figure 21, in a further embodiment, two detector arrays are

provided in a single scanner, adjacent to each other in the axial direction,

one 710 corresponding to that of Figure 1 and being arranged to form a

RTT image, and the other, 712, being of a higher resolution, and being

arranged to produce a high resolution projection image of the scanned

object. In this embodiment the high resolution detector array 712

comprises two parallel linear arrays 714, 716 each arranged to detect X-

rays at a different energy, so that a dual energy projection image can be

produced. In the embodiment of Figure 22, the high resolution array 812

comprises two stacked arrays, a thin array on top arranged to detect lower

energy X-rays but transparent to higher energy X-rays, and a thicker

array beneath arranged to detect higher energy X-rays. In both cases, the

two detector arrays are arranged close enough together in the axial

direction to be able to detect X-rays from a single linear array of source

points.

In order to provide a projection image, data needs to be captured from all

of the detectors in the high resolution array 712, 812 when only one



source point is active. Referring to Figure 23, in order to do this each

detector 718, 818 in the high resolution array is connected to an

integrator 750. The integrator comprises an amplifier 752 in parallel with

a capacitor 754. An input switch 756 is provided between the detector 718

and the amplifier 752, a reset switch 758 is provided across the input

terminals of the amplifier, and a further reset switch 759 connected across

the capacitor 754, and a multiplexing switch 760 is provided between the

integrator and an analogue to digital converter ADC.

In operation, while the detector 718 is not required to be active, all of the

switches except for the multiplexing switch 760 are closed. This ensures

that the capacitor 754 is uncharged and remains so. Then, at the start of

the period when the detector is required to gather data, the two reset

switches 758, 759 are closed so that any X-rays detected by the detector

718 will cause an increase in the charge on the capacitor 754, which

results in integration of the signal from the detector 718. When the period

for data collection has ended, the input switch 756 is opened, so that the

capacitor will remain charged. Then, in order for the integrated signal to

be read from the integrator, the output switch 760 is closed to connect the

integrator to the ADC. This provides an analogue signal to the ADC

determined by the level of charge on the capacitor 754, and therefore

indicative of the number of X-rays that have been detected by the detector

718 during the period for which it was connected to the integrator. The

ADC then converts this analogue signal to a digital signal for input to the

data acquisition system. To produce a single projection image, all of the

high resolution detectors are used to collect data at the same time, when

one of the X-ray source points is active .

Referring to Figure 24, in a further embodiment, each detector 718 is

connected to two integrators 750a, 750b in parallel, each of which is

identical to that of Figure 23. The outputs from the two integrators are



connected via their output switches 760a, 760b to an ADC. This enables

each integrator to be arranged to integrate the signal from the detector

718 at a different point in the scan of the X-ray source, and therefore to

collect data for a separate image, the two images being from different

angles with different X-ray source points. For example this can be used to

produce projection images from orthogonal directions which can be used

to build up a high resolution 3-dimensional image, from which the

position of features in the imaged package can be determined in three

dimensions .

The high resolution image can be useful when combined with the RTT

image, as it can help identify items for which higher resolution is needed,

such as fine wires.



CLAIMS

1. A networked inspection system comprising an X-ray scanning

system, a workstation and connection means arranged to connect the

scanning system to the workstation, the scanning system comprising an X-

ray source extending around a scanning volume, and defining a plurality

of source points from which X-rays can be directed through the scanning

volume, an X-ray detector array also extending around the scanning

volume and arranged to detect X-rays from the source points which have

passed through the scanning volume and produce output signals dependent

on the detected X-rays, and a conveyor arranged to convey the items

through the scanning volume.

2. A system according to claim 1 wherein the X-ray source comprises

an electron source arranged to generate an electron beam from each of a

plurality of electron source positions, the electron beams each being

arranged to generate X-rays from a respective X-ray source position on an

anode.

3. A system according to claim 2 wherein the electron source

positions are arranged around the scanning volume.

4. A system according to any foregoing claim further comprising

processing means arranged to produce, from the detector output signals,

attenuation data indicative of the level of X-ray attenuation in a plurality

of parts of the scanning volume.

5. A system according to claim 4 wherein the scanner is arranged to

scan a plurality of regions of each item as it moves along the conveyor,

and the attenuation data is indicative of the level of attenuation in parts of

each of those regions.



6. A system according to claim 4 or claim 5 wherein the attenuation

data is in the form of image data suitable for producing an image of a

scanned item.

7. A system according to claim 6 wherein the image data is suitable

for producing a three dimensional tomographic image.

8. A system according to claim 6 or claim 7 further comprising

display means arranged to display an image derived from the image data.

9. A system according to any of claims 4 to 8 including analysing

means arranged to analyse the attenuation data and produce an output

signal that is dependent on a parameter of the attenuation data.

10. A system according to claim 9 wherein the analysing means is

arranged to allocate each of the items to one of a plurality of categories.

11. A system according to claim 10 further comprising sorting means

arranged to sort the items at least partly depending on the output signal

from the analysing means.

12. A system according to any of claims 9 to 11 wherein the analysing

means is arranged to receive a user input signal generated from a user

input, and to allocate the items at least partly depending on the user input

signal.

13. A system according to any foregoing claim comprising a scanning

system arranged to produce a set of scanning data, a plurality of

workstations, connection means arranged to connect the scanning system



to each of the workstations, and switching means arranged to select which

of the workstations receives the data from the scanning system.

14. A system according to any one of claims 1 to 12 comprising a

plurality of scanning systems each arranged to produce sets of scanning

data, a workstation, connection means arranged to connect each of the

scanning systems to the workstation, and switching means arranged to

select which of the sets of scanning data is sent to the workstation.

15. A system according to any one of claims 1 to 12 comprising a

plurality of scanning systems each arranged to produce sets of scanning

data, a plurality of workstations, connection means arranged to connect

each of the scanning systems to each of the workstations, and switching

means arranged to select which of the workstations receives each set data

from each of the scanning systems.

16. A system according to claim 15 wherein each scanning system is

arranged to produce an image data set for each of a plurality of items,

and an allocation data set relating to a category to which the item has

been allocated, and the switching means is arranged to direct the image

data for each item to the same workstation as the allocation data for the

same item.

17. A system according to any foregoing claim, wherein the X-ray

detector array is offset in an axial direction from the X-ray source.

18. A sorting system for sorting items, the system comprising a

tomographic scanner arranged to scan a plurality of scanning regions of

each item thereby to produce a scanner output, analysing means arranged

to analyse the scanner output and allocate each item to one of a plurality

of categories at least partly on the basis of the scanner output, and sorting



means arranged to sort items at least partly on the basis of the categories

to which they have been allocated.

19. A sorting system according to claim 18 wherein the sorting means

is arranged to receive the items at an input position and transfer each of

them to one of a plurality of output positions each of which is associated

with a respective one of the categories.

20. A sorting system according to claim 19 further comprising an input

conveyor arranged to convey the items to the input position and a further

scanner, wherein each of the scanners has a scanning conveyor arranged

to convey items through the scanner, and sorting means arranged to sort

items from the input conveyor onto each of the scanning conveyors.

21. A sorting system according to claim 20 wherein the input conveyor

is arranged to travel faster than the scanning conveyors.

22. A sorting system according to claim 19 further comprising an

output conveyor arranged to convey the items from an output position of

the scanner, and a further scanner, wherein each of the scanners has a

scanning conveyor arranged to convey items through the scanner, and

sorting means arranged to sort items from each of the scanning conveyors

onto the input conveyor.

23. A sorting system according to claim 22 wherein the output

conveyor is arranged to travel faster than the scanning conveyors.

24. A sorting system according to any of claims 18 to 23 further

comprising imaging means arranged to produce an image from the scanner

output and a user input arranged to enable a user to generate a user input



signal, wherein the analysing means is arranged to allocate the items at

least partly depending on the user input signal.

25. A system according to claim 24 wherein the analysing means is

arranged to generate a provisional allocation of each item on the basis of

the scanner output, and a final allocation of each item on the basis of the

scanner output and the user input.

26. A system according to claim 25 further comprising conveying

means arranged to convey each item from the scanner to the sorting

means and to provide a delay between the scanning and sorting of each

item during which the user can generate the user input signal.

27. A sorting system according to any of claims 18 to 26 wherein each

of the categories has a conveyor associated with it, and the system further

comprises a backup scanner arranged to scan items on one of the

conveyors, and a further sorting means arranged to transfer items from

said one conveyor to the other conveyor if the back-up scanner determines

that they should be allocated to the appropriate category.

28. A sorting system according to claim 18 wherein the analysing

means includes a plurality of scanners, the system further comprising a

conveyor loop arranged to receive items from a plurality if input

conveyors, and a plurality of sorting devices arranged to take items from

the conveyor loop and transfer them to a respective one of the scanners.

29. An X-ray scanning system comprising an X-ray source arranged to

generate X-rays from a plurality of X-ray source positions around a

scanning region, a first set of detectors arranged to detect X-rays

transmitted through the scanning region, a second set of detectors

arranged to detect X-rays scattered within the scanning region, and



processing means arranged to process outputs from the first set of

detectors to generate image data which defines an image of the scanning

region, to analyse the image data to identify an object within the image,

and to process the outputs from the second set of detectors to generate

scattering data, and to associate parts of the scattering data with the

object.

30. A system according to claim 29 wherein the processing means is

arranged to determine from the scattering data a measure of the level of

scattering from different positions within the scanning region.

31. A system according to claim 30 wherein the scattering is coherent

scattering.

32. A system according to claim 31 wherein the processing means is

arranged to determine, from the position of the detector that detects a

scattered X-ray and the direction from which the X-ray was directed at

the scanning region, the position at which the X-ray was scattered.

33. A system according to claim 29 or claim 30 wherein the scattering

is incoherent scattering.

34. A system according to any of claims 29 to 31 wherein the

processing means is arranged to determine from the image data an

indication of a position at which the scattered X-rays may have been

scattered.

35. A system according to any of claims 29 to 34 wherein the

processing means is arranged define a plurality of pixels within the

image, and to identify at least one of the pixels as being associated with



the object, and to associate parts of the scattering data with respective

pixels.

36. A system according to any of claims 29 to 35 wherein the two sets

of detectors are on opposite sides of the source.

37. A system according to any of claims 29 to 36 wherein the first set

of detectors are arranged in an arc defining an axis of the system.

38. A system according to claim 37 wherein the second set of detectors

are arranged in a plurality of arcs around the system axis, the arcs being

spaced along the axis.

39. A data collecting system for collecting data from an X-ray scanner,

the system comprising a memory having a plurality of areas each being

associated with a respective area of an image, data input means arranged

to receive input data from a plurality of X-ray detectors in a

predetermined sequence, processing means arranged to generate from the

input data X-ray transmission data and X-ray scattering data associated

with each of the areas of the image, and to store the X-ray transmission

data and the X-ray scattering data in the appropriate memory areas.

40. A system according to claim 39 wherein the processing means is

arranged to determine which area any part of the data is to be associated

with at least partly on the basis of which detector it is received from.

41. A system according to claim 39 or claim 40 wherein the processing

means is arranged to determine which area any part of the data is to be

associated with, at least partly on the basis of the position at which the X-

ray was produced.



42. A system according to any of claims 39 to 4 1 further comprising a

look-up table having entries stored therein that associate each of the

detectors with a respective area of the image.

43. An X-ray imaging system comprising a data collection system

according to any of claims 39 to 42 wherein the processing means is

arranged to store image data in the memory for each of a plurality of

tomographic scans of an object as the object moves through an imaging

region, and to extract the image data from the memory after each of the

scans so that image data for a subsequent scan can be stored in the

memory.

44. An X-ray imaging system according to claim 43 wherein the

processing means is arranged to combine the image data from the

tomographic scans to produce a three-dimensional image of the object.

45. An X-ray scanning system comprising a scanner arranged to scan

an object to generate scanning data defining a tomographic X-ray image

of the object, and processing means arranged to analyse the scanning data

to extract at least one parameter of the image data and to allocate the

object to one of a plurality of categories on the basis of the at least one

parameter.

46. A system according to claim 45 further comprising sorting means

arranged to receive objects at an input, and transfer them to one of a

plurality of outputs depending on the category to which they have been

allocated.

47. A system according to claim 45 or claim 46 wherein the scanning

data is arranged to include scattering data.



48. A system according to any one of claims 45 to 47 wherein the

scanning data is arranged to define a projection image.

49. A system according to any one of claims 45 to 48 wherein the

processing means is arranged to identify regions of the image and to

identify the parameter by analysing one of the regions.

50. A system according to claim 49 wherein the processing means is

arranged to identify whether a pixel of the image belongs to a region by

comparing a value associated with the pixel with a corresponding value

associated with the region, and if a predetermined relationship is found

between the two values, to include the pixel in the region.

51. A method of identifying a region of a digital image comprising

a) defining an initial area of the region,

b) identifying a pixel outside the initial area,

c) determining a value associated with the pixel,

d) determining a corresponding value of the initial area,

e) comparing the values and, if a predetermined relationship is

found between the two values, including the pixel in the region.

52. A method according to claim 51 wherein the pixel is adjacent to the

initial area.

53. A method according to claim 51 or claim 52 further comprising

repeating steps b) to e) until all pixels adjacent to the region have been

checked and none of them added to the region.

54. A method according to any one of claim 51 to 53 wherein the value

is an intensity value.



55. A method according to claim 54 wherein the predetermined

relationship comprises the intensity of the pixel being within a

predetermined range of an average intensity of the initial region.

5.6. A system for identifying a region of a digital image, the system

comprising processing means arranged to carry out the steps of any of

claims 51 to 55.

57. A system according to any of claims 45 to 50 wherein the

processing means is arranged to extract a plurality of parameters from the

scanning data, and includes a plurality of parameter extraction modules

arranged to operate in parallel to extract respective parameters from the

scanning data.

58. A system according to any of claims 45 to 50 or claim 57 further

comprising a decision tree arranged to derive information from the

parameters.

59. An X-ray scanning system comprising a scanner and processing

means wherein the scanner comprises an X-ray source arranged to

produce X-rays at two different energies and detectors arranged to detect

the X-rays at each of the frequencies to produce two respective scanner

outputs, the scanner is arranged to scan a plurality of regions of the

object, and the processing means is arranged to process signals from the

detectors so as to generate a plurality of tomographic image data sets and

to combine the data sets to generate a three dimensional image of the

object, wherein the processing means is arranged to combine the two

scanner outputs to produce the image data sets.

60. An X-ray scanning and sorting system comprising a scanner and

processing means, wherein the scanner comprises an X-ray source



arranged to produce X-rays from a plurality of source points, and first

and second arrays of detectors arranged to detect the X-rays, and the

processing means is arranged to process signals from the first array of

detectors to produce tomographic image data of a scanned object, and to

process signals from the second array of detectors so as to produce

projection image data of the scanned object, and the processing means is

arranged to process the tomographic image data and the projection image

data of the scanned object and to allocate the scanned object to one of a

plurality of categories.

61. A system according to claim 60 wherein each of the second array

of detectors is connected to a data collection means that is arranged to

collect data from each of the sensors in the second array simultaneously

to produce the projection image data.

62. A system according to claim 61 wherein the data collection means

is arranged to collect data from the sensors in the second array when each

of two source points is active, so as to produce two sets of projection

image data.

63. A system according to claim 62 wherein the processing means is

arranged to combine the two sets of projection data to produce a 3-

dimensional image.

64. An X-ray scanning system substantially as hereinbefore described

with reference to any one or more of the accompanying drawings.

65. A baggage sorting system substantially as hereinbefore described

with reference to any one or more of the accompanying drawings .



66. A data collecting system substantially as hereinbefore described

with reference to any one or more of the accompanying drawings.

67. A method of identifying a region of a digital image substantially as

hereinbefore described with reference to any one or more of the

accompanying drawings.
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